Welcome to Xchange
November 2016
We're delighted to bring you another edition
of our newsletter which is bursting with the
latest news and developments from TNS.
The team is excited to have launched our
new Managed Hosting, CoLocation and
Connectivity Services and the TNS Secure
Trading Hub, as well as given early
previews of our cloud connectivity solutions.
A significant amount of work has been
completed in the last few months to improve
and strengthen our network and I hope you enjoy reading about some of these
developments below.
If you have any questions on any of the subjects covered please email
financial@tnsi.com or speak directly with your account manager.
Alex Walker
EVP & Managing Director, Financial Services Division

TNS Launches FIX Hub to Streamline
Trading Globally
Traders using the FIX Protocol are being given
access to a revolutionary new connectivity hub
from TNS which allows multiple FIX connections to
be established quickly and cost effectively. The
TNS Secure Trading Hub is a fully managed,
scalable and vendor agnostic FIX connectivity
solution which supports order routing services for
multiasset classes.
Alex Walker said: "We have designed our low latency hub to eliminate the burden associated
with setting up and managing multiple FIX connections. Buy and sell side firms, exchanges,
alternative trading venues, trade reporting facilities and third party FIX networks all stand to
benefit from this highly reliable and robust connectivity solution. By relieving a significant
amount of complexity, our clients are free to focus on their core trading objectives."
The TNS Secure Trading Hub is endtoend managed by TNS, giving it an edge over standard
FIX hub vendors who typically outsource the network element.
Click here for more information

Celebrating 2,000 Endpoints and 20
Years Serving the Financial Markets
This month, TNS is celebrating 20 years since it
launched its Financial Services Division. Our
Secure Trading Extranet, which was the first
dedicated network for electronic trading, has now
grown to connect over 2,000 endpoints across the
Americas, Europe and Asia Pacific regions.
Over the years we have continually grown and invested in our secure and robust technology
and now offer a range of additional solutions, including Managed Hosting, the Secure Trading
Hub for FIX, cloud connectivity and cross connects. If you would like to know more about the
full range of services we offer, please contact your account manager or
email financial@tnsi.com.

TNS Featured in eForex Magazine
Alex Walker was recently interviewed by eForex
magazine. The discussion focused on how networks
with value added 'intelligent' services can create better
opportunities, fewer risks and more efficient trading.
Click here to read the feature

New Routes Streamline Connectivity
and Reduce Latency
A series of new connectivity routes are being
established and will be available from TNS
shortly. These include a direct link
between Tokyo Equinix TY3 and New York
Equinix NY4 as well as a triangular configuration
between Toronto, Chicago and New York. Your
account manager will be in touch in due course
to share further information.

Managed Hosting Now Live at FR2
TNS' innovative new Managed Hosting, CoLocation
and Connectivity service, which launched earlier this
year, is now available at the Equinix FR2 data center
in Frankfurt as well as London LD4 and New York
NY4.
Financial market participants wishing to establish
ultra low latency connectivity with the strategically
important German markets can now take advantage
of this single source solution which reduces electronic trading infrastructure complexity.
Please contact your account manager or email financial@tnsi.com if you would like to know

more about how TNS can assist with the procurement, staging and management requirements
of connectivity at FR2.

Have you read our latest infographics?
Our infographic series continues to examine key financial markets
topics. Click the links below to view infographics on:
Market Data Management Complexity
Focusing on Fixed Income
New Secure Trading Hub Streamlines FIX Connectivity
BuySide Prepares for MiFID II Implementation

DotEx Connectivity with TNS
DotEx and TNS are working together to provide clients
with high speed, ultra reliable and cost effective
connectivity services to the National Stock Exchange of
India, including market data information.
Read More

FIX These Dates in Your Calendar
The TNS team will be present at the FIX Trading
events in Boston on November 14th and Frankfurt
on November 17th.
Alex Walker said: "We are looking forward to
catching up with customers, contacts and the
wider industry at these events. If you would like to
meet up, please email financial@tnsi.com. We
hope to see you there!"

New TNS Technical Product Manager
TNS is pleased to welcome Thiago Jose Pavesi as Technical
Product Manager. Thiago brings a wealth of electronic trading
experience to TNS, including time spent at XP INVESTIMENTOS,
CM Capital Markets and ICAP, among others.

TNS' Endpoints List
Eligible companies can obtain a copy of our regularly updated
endpoints list. If you do not currently receive a copy via email or
from your account manager, please email financial@tnsi.com to
see if you qualify.
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